
Naturstigen Sm’e-åna!

The nature trail is difficult to access for persons with reduced mobility



Welcome to the 
nature trail ”Smé-åna”!

Long trail, 4,5 kilometer, short trail, 2,5 kilometer

You are about to encounter a naturally and culturally 
rich trail. Just follow the red marks and enjoy the 
beautiful nature around Gullringen.

The nature trail starts and ends at Kvarndammens 
beach. 

Below Kvarndammens water surface lies the foundation 
of the different activities that has existed at Ålhult’s Bruk. 
They ended up here as the waterfall was built between 
1914-1915. 

By the waterfall you will encounter the trail’s first rest 
area, as well as a screen display. Here, the various 
industries that existed are presented as well as the rich 
wildlife still available. The white-throated Dipper breeds 
by the waterfall almost every year and the brown trout 
thrives in it flowing water. If you are lucky you can meet 
the otter, landscape animal of Småland here as well. 

The watercourse belonging to Vervelån has had great 
importance for the area. This part of the river, called 
Smé-Åna, extends down to the lake Ören.



Take the stairs and follow the path down the river towards 
the old power station. The fall down to here is close to 
19 meters. It is also the place where General Pechlin from 
Ålhult started an ironworks in 1757.

Continue over the bridge and leave the roaring Smé-åna 
river to enter the forest nature. After a while you will 
reach the place where the meadow cottage was located. 
Take a pause and sit down by the rest area. 

The nature trail now reaches the treatment plant, which 
you will pass by following the red marks. Continue 
towards the Shoemaker Mountains (Skomakarbergen) 
with its the cave and the Källebergs croft and sacrificial 
grounds. 

Just after Källeberg the trail follows up towards Uvgölen, 
if you wish to shorten your walk. If not, continue straight 
ahead and follow the marks down towards lake Ören 
and Smedstorp. In Smedstorp you will see remains after 
a coal cabin and the Jonsbo cottage.   

The trail now turns back, and you will continue on the 
forest railroad trail where the steam locomotive SotSara 
filled with timber once shuttled on towards Gullringen. 

Continue up the hill along the forest road and view 
remnants of the ice age to your right where a collection 
of boulders scattered around in a wall like form appears.  



Keep your eyes open as you will soon reach the markings 
where the nature trail turns back into the forest and leads 
you up towards Uvgölen, the perfect place to stop and 
relax. Continue along and you will reach Djupegrop, a 
so-called kettle hole created by ice melts during the ice 
age. Welcome to sit down and view the nature’s wonder. 

Soon you will pass a playground on your right as you 
continue left on to Hjortronstigen. At the end of the road 
a trail will lead you back to the waterfall. Cross the bridge 
and follow the right trail back towards Kvarndammens 
beach and the nature trails end. 

 We hope you have enjoyed your walk, welcome again!

Welcome to the Gullringsbygden,
 which is located north of Vimmerby.

Beginning and end for the nature trail is at 
Kvarndammens beach, Brännebro.

The trail is being maintained by Gullringens Bygdeförening.


